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$159.99 Clearance $108.00 2 or /week for Clearance Open 24th Dec 9:30am - 4:30pm/Closed 25th Dec - 8th Jan/Reopening Saturday 9th of Jan for Summer Trading hours Smith 9th 2018 Maze Asian Fit Snow Helmet - Matte Black Smith Women's Allure Snow Helmet - Black Pearl Smith Men's Aspect Snow Helmet -
Matte Charcoal Smith Men's Aspect Snow Helmet - Matte Black Smith Women's Valence Snow Helmet - Black Pearl Smith Men's Variable Snow Helmet - Matt Women's Snow Helmet Black Smith - Matte White Smith Women's Snow Helmet Vantage - Matte Black Smith Allure Snow Helmet - Matte Black Pearl Smith
Men's Maze MIPS Snow Helmet - Matte Black Smith Men's Maze MIPS Snow Helmet - Matte White Smith Women's Valence Snow Helmet - Saten White Smith Vantage Snow Matte Charcoal Smith Mirage Snow Helmet - Matte Black Pearl Smith Mirage Mirage Snow Helmet - Matte Deep Forest Smith Mirage Snow
Helmet - Matte White Smith Holt Snow Helmet - Matte Charcoal Smith Holt Snow Helmet - Matte Black Smith Holt Snow Helmet - Matte Black Smith Holt Snow Helmet - Matte Klein Blue Smith Mission Snow Helmet - Matte Charcoal Multi-tasking protection that is effective in skate park or slopes. Discreet style combines
performance throughout the season with safety ratings for skiing, snowboarding and cycling. Adjustable elastic on the back of your head, keeps your mind out of shape and focused on the task at hand. The bombastic construction puts a hard ABS shell with an EPS ship. AirEvac ventilation allows warm air to escape
through the top of the glasses and exit through the vents. Lifestyle Fit System has self-adjusting elastic on the back of the head, so fit is taken care of. Bombshell ear pads that fit in the form of shapes are easy to remove, washable and light. The removable eyeglasses lock keeps the strap in place on the helmet.
Compatible with Skullcandy audio systems. Top reviews of the latest Top reviews Regardless of ability level, picking up a helmet for skiing or snowboarding is a no-brainer. If you've delayed replacing a helmet that's years old or new to the sport, recent progress has made them easier and even safer, so now is a great
time to dive. The high-end models on the list offer advanced adaptation and venting, but those who come to the mountains only a few times a year will be fine with the cheaper option. From highlights and teched-outs to basic but effective, below are the top ski helmets for the 2020-2021 season. For more information, see
our comparison table and purchase tips below. And to complete your ski kit, we also wrote about the best ski goggles and ski gloves and gloves. Best overall ski helmet 1. Smith Vantage MIPS ($260) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 1 lb. 2 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (21 openings)What we like: Vantage combines all
this: comfort, performance, and appearance. What we don't know: quite expensive. We tested a lot. a lot. helmets, and none more impressive than Smith Vantage. The quality and attention to detail are clear, with a soft but supportive liner, excellent coverage all over the head and a boa dial that is easy to adjust for fit.
Simply put on your helmet and forget it's there – The lookout feels comfortable and light. You'll also get premium ventilation with a total of 21 openings (13 more than the runner-up Oakley MOD 5 below) controlled by two separate sliders for easy customization. All in all, you will not find a helmet that is so comfortable and
universally capable of using the front and back. Vantage also comes with all the safety bells and whistles in Smith's arsenal. Their distinctive Aerocore sash construction is visible through ventilation vents and is intended to improve the absorption of energy in a collision. The popular MIPS liner, designed to protect the
brain at an angle, is also included. These safety features are difficult to quantify, but it is worth noting that the additional technology is very well integrated into the low profile design. Whether the whole package is worth a steep $260 price is up to you. Editor's note: we found that the MIPS model works a little bit, so those
at the high end of the fit range may need to size... Read detailed reviewsSee Smith Vantage MIPS See female Smith Vantage MIPS A Close Second (With a Goggle-Friendly Brim) 2. Oakley MOD 5 ($200-$210) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 1 lb. 4 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (8 openings)What we like: Creative
removable dress design for good eyeglasses fit. What we don't know: it's not our favorite ear pad design. Oakley makes some of our favorite ski goggles, but the company only recently jumped into the helmet game with the MOD series. From the current collection we prefer their top 5, which has panels of solid ABS
plastic for additional protection and adjustable ventilation. Furthermore, its unique modular brim system (MBS) does a nice job of eliminating the daunting gaper gap by including two sizes of perimeters (small and large). This is not a perfect answer – we found that it favours Oakley glasses above others – but the option
of replacing the perimeter makes it the most universal solution on the market in 2020-2021. The rest of MOD 5 is a typical Oakley quality. The helmet feels light on the head and comes with top features such as a magnetic beard, a Boa dial at the back and a removable undercloth. The ventilation design relies on a
chimney-like effect – drawing air through glasses and beyond the top – meaning it can't dismiss heat as quickly as a helmet like the Smith Vantage above (a downside to using the lateral and back countries). We also found that the lining is slightly less cushioned, and the cut-out ear pads make it difficult to wear
headphones. But these complaints are not deal breakers for most people and the design is very solid overall. Please note that Mod 5 is available with or without MIPS, and the added security technology increases the price to $240... Read the in-depth reviewsSee Oakley MOD 5 helmet best budget ski helmet 3. Smith
Holt ($75) Construction: ABSWeight: 1 lb. 4 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (10 openings)What we like: Our favorite helmet under $100.What not: Liner and foam are cheaper than the more expensive helmets on this list. From top to bottom in his snow helmet lineup, Smith just gets it. At $75, Holt is their real budget offer and our
favorite helmet in his price range. It's an exercise in smart design, and one of Holt's greatest achievements is avoiding the bulky and off-putting mushroom look associated with cheap helmets. While not as low profile or techy as premium Vantage above or below levels, it is a significant improvement over the rest of the
budget area. A really nice touch is Holt's adjustment system. You don't get a dial straighte fixer, but the elastic band on the back of the helmet extends to accommodate your head surprisingly well. Warmth and comfort are also competitive, although the foam, while thick and warm, feels cheaper and the silencers sound
more than we prefer. On the whole, we found that it's often worth upgrading to a mid-range helmet or a premium ski helmet, and especially for those who come in a lot of days on the mountain. But as long as you are willing to compromise a little in comfort and are not inclined to overheat (fixed ventilation is only mildly
effective), Holt is the real winner. Watch Smith Holt helmet the best helmet for backcountry skiing 4. Salomon MTN Lab ($200) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 13.3 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (12 openings)What we like: Super lightweight; for both skiing and climbing. What we don't know: Fixed vents can allow moisture
inside. Rated for both skiing and climbing, Salomon MTN Lab is a backcountry standout. The featherweight of the 13.3 ounce helmet (our mean size with a heavier winter boat) is the easiest on our list and makes it easy to wear all day or attach to the packaging. Ventilation is also a strong point with 12 large cutouts
arranged along the top and sides of the lid. And Solomon spared no expense on features with the MTN Lab: the helmet integrates well with our Smith I/O Mag glasses, adjusting the dial at the back is easy to use, and the two included merino woolen linings (one light and one winter weight) are soft and comfortable.
Where the MTN Lab falls is as short as an everyday helmet. Unlike the plush, resort-ready option above, Solomon's minimalist trim is less comfortable and doesn't protect you so well from the cold. In addition, the openings are non-adjustable, and we found that moisture can work its way through openings in heavy
snowfall (placing a hood of our hard shell over the helmet has alleviated this problem). These compromises make it less than optimal days with the help of an elevator, but it's as good as it gets when you head into the Alpine. See Salomon MTN Lab helmet Best of the other 5. Smith Level MIPS ($210) Construction:
Hybrid weight in mold: 1 lb. 3 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (20 openings)What we like: Quality and very comfortable physique. What we don't know: it's not as versatile as Vantage up there. Smith replaced the popular Variance – one of our favorite resort covers of all time – with level MIPS. You can immediately say that the
latest model is a thoroughly modern helmet: its elegant appearance, generous ventilation and hybrid shell construction closely resemble the more expensive Vantage above. It also borrows an aerocore helmet design and includes a MIPS liner (non-MIPS Level is also offered at $170) for solid collision protection. Throw in
a soft and warm interior, and Level (and Women's Freedom) has all the right ingredients to pick up where Vaiance is left out. In saving $50 compared to top-rated Vantage, make a few compromises. For starters, the level is a little heavier (by about 1 ounce) and has only one adjuster for the upper openings (Vantage has
two). Furthermore, they swapped Vantage's premium Boa fit system for in-house VaporFit design. However, the level of customization is very similar and we have had no complaints with our other VaporFit-equipped helmets. Overall, the lighter and airy Vantage is a better all-rounder, but we see little we can complain
about with the level to use with the help of elevators... Read detailed reviewsSee Smith-level MIPS See Female Smith Liberty MIPS 6. POC Obex SPIN ($200) Construction: In Mold w/ABS ShellWeight: 1 lb. 0.5 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (11 openings)What we like: Solid build and well-integrated safety features. What
we don't: It's not as comfortable as the options from Smith up there. Sweden's POC has built a reputation around toughness and safety, and Obex is their most rounding helmet to date. The big news is the integration of their SPIN technology – POC's version of mips liner, which aims to reduce rotational forces in angular
influence – into a lightweight and competitive package at a price. The beauty of SPIN is its simplicity: the design uses cushion pads that integrate seamlessly into the lining. Rounding out features, the Obex has an adjustable fit system that is evenly secured around the head, a durable ABS shell and pure brand signature
styling. What's not to like about POC Obex? Despite their best efforts, the helmet is still bulkier and not as simplistic as Smith's Vantage and Level above. As a result, we found that it feels a little heavier than its weight of 16.5 ounces suggests (our size is M/L). Furthermore, the inner lining is not as plush as Smith
designs, and we especially prefer more pillows along the chin strap. Finally, only the first three openings are adjustable, Means the helmet can run cold on frigid days. To be fair, these differences are still quite minor, and Obex's combination of premium security package and reasonable price point of $200 brings it a
place on our list for 2020-2021.See POC Obex SPIN 7. Giro Ledge MIPS ($90) Construction: ABSWeight: 1 lb. 2 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (8 openings)What we like: MIPS-equipped HELMET for less than $100.What we don't do: It's not as comfortable as smith holt up. Giro was one of the early adopters of MIPS technology,
and their 2020-2021 snow helmet lineup is packed with MIPS designs. Ledge stands out, and at $90, the most affordable helmet on this list is equipped with an angle impact safety feature. In addition, you do not get a lot of bells and whistles, but here there is enough to make most drivers happy: a hook for keeping
glasses around the back, interchangeable ear pads and a picky, but still very usable adjustment system. Anyone from casual drivers to seasonal rippers on a budget should seriously consider Ledge MIPS. A number of Giro and Smith models go headless, with Ledge a direct competitor with Holt above. Both covers have
very clean, skate-inspired designs, sturdy hardshells that can knock well, and are available in a wide range of colors. Where Ledge has the upper hand is to include MIPS for just another $15 (Smith doesn't offer MIPS liner on Holt). But we prefer the overall fit and comfort of Holt, and he integrates a little better with a
wide range of glasses styles. But if MIPS is on your must-have list and Giro helmets fit you well (they are known to work best with oval heads), Ledge MIPS is a proven budget option. Watch the Giro Ledge MIPS helmet 8. Pret Cynic X ($150) Construction: Weight in mold: 15.5 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (12 openings)What
we like: Comfortable liner and fun styling. What we don't do: non-adjustable vents. Choosing the right $150 helmet is a priority-setting exercise. If your must-haves are the comfort lines, adjustable and sticking out of the sea cover of Smith, Oakley and Giro, then Pret Cynic X is a good choice. Its woolen foil gives it one of
the more comfortable interiors for less than $200, and the simple system to use is comparable to the Boa design. We'd like to see adjustable ventilation at this price, but a cynically fixed system with 12 openings and some open/close flaps along the interior does a pretty good job in temperature regulation. As with the
Smith mission below, the cynic's mold construction keeps the weight under control at under half a kilogram for medium size. But unlike the Mission, you get a little extra durability thanks to strategically placed polycarbonate plates that thicken parts of the shell. Finally, appearance is always subjective, but we like the style
of cynical and Preto lineups in general (although some may big pret alongside sides a little extreme). For a similar design that is illuminated for an eye ounce for alpine tours to use, check out Cinik AT. Watch Pret Cynic X See Women's Pret Lyric X 9. Smith Quantum MIPS ($300) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 1 lb.
7 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (22 openings)What we like: Premium levels of protection and comfort. What we do not: Very expensive and quite difficult for backcountry use. Smith makes a helmet for almost every type and style of skiers and snowboarders, and their range quantum is tailored to those engaged in ambitious
lines. This helmet includes a full arsenal of brand safety features: the energy-absorbing aerocore construction used in the parts of Vantage and Level above is extended to a full shell, you will get additional protection along the back of the head with a strip of ABS plastic, and the MIPS liner is included in all versions. And
as smith is expected to do, Quantum is extremely comfortable with the right amount of lining and a highly adjusted Boa fit system, plus its adjustable ventilation makes it easy to stay comfortable at almost all temperatures. What pushes Quantum to the middle of the finish is that the helmet is very expensive at $300 and
that its improvements compared to other designs are incremental at best. The vantage above packs almost as many security features, weighs 5 ounces less and comes in $40 cheaper. It is also ventilated and is slightly better for use in the background due to its lighter weight. But if you want maximum protection and
almost every available feature currently on the market, premium Quantum MIPS is the one that needs to get... Read the in-depth reviews ofSee Smith Quantum MIPS 10. Scott Symbol 2 Plus D ($220) Construction: In mold Weight: 1 lb. 4 oz. Ventilation: AdjustableSome we like: A feature rich in glossy ventilation. What
we don't know: pretty hard for a helmet in a mold. With impressive safety technology and generous ventilation, the Scott Symbol 2 Plus D is our favorite helmet of the venerable outdoor brand. Released a few years ago, this second-generation model packs every safety feature Scott currently offers: The D in the name
represents their shock-absorbing foam mounted on the front and back of the direct impact cover (known as D30 Technology), and the famous MIPS liner helps with angular impacts. Highlight their unique headphone inserts that maximize audio transmission and dual-adjuster venting system (like Vantage above), and
Scott is one of the most skilled models on the market. How does the 2 Plus D symbol compare to Smith's popular Vantage MIPS? Both check the right safety technology boxes with shock absorbing materials and a slip-plane ship. In addition, two designs can work both for the resort and for backcountry use with good
ventilation, as well as cozy interiors. Scott saves you dollars, but it did. Is. ABS plastic panel located on the top and sides of Vantage, which is useful for limiting cosmetic damage and in lighter impacts. Combined with its weight advantage, wider available sizes and proven nature, we give a slight advantage to the long-
standing Vantage MIPS. See Scott's 2 Plus D 11 symbol. Sweet Protection Ascender MIPS ($220) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 13.4 oz. Ventilation: FixedAs we like: Design specific for skiing with MIPS. What we don't know: there's no ship involved. Solomon's MTN Lab above has been a top choice among skiers
for a number of seasons, but finally has a formidable competitor in the Sweet Protection Ascender. Like Solomon, this cover has both climbing and ski certificates, is super light under the pound and has all the necessary headlamps and eyeglasses accessories. But Sweet Protection includes MIPS for extra protection
during the angle - something not offered with the MTN Lab - and has smaller openings along the top of the shell to limit moisture sneaking. It is also quite aggressively priced at $220, which is only $20 more than Solomon despite the additional security technology (a non-MIPS Ascender is available for $190). The
surprising omission with the Sweet Protection helmet is that it doesn't come with an indoor boat. We understand the benefits of keeping things light and packed, and the truth is that some people throw away Solomon's boat on spring days, but we would still like the option to integrate one into the shell for comfort. That
said, you'll probably be wearing a hat or beanie under both designs during the cold descents, so it's not a job breaker. And for a more traditional option from Sweet Protection to use the resort, check out their Switcher MIPS. See Sweet Protection Ascender MIPS 12. Atomic Revent+ Mid ($180) Construction: Hybrid
weight in mold: 1 lb. Ventilation: AdjustableAs we like: Elegant looks at the competitive price. What we don't know: tight fitness won't suit everyone. The ski helmet market is a competitive space dominated by brands like Smith and Giro, but Atomic's Revent+ Amid stands out as a mid-range feature design. Coming in at
$30 less than Smith Level above, Revent includes a hybrid construction in the mold for a good mix of weight and toughness, high-quality foil made of merino wool and numerous proprietary safety technologies for improved absorption and shock protection in impact angles. All wrapped up in a sleek look and low profile
shape, Revent is a strong option to use the resort. The main drawback of trimmed aesthetics is that Revent+ is known to fit at the narrow end of the spectrum. Namely, those with rounder head shapes the tip of the lid can be overly tight and somewhat uncomfortable (similar to the giro range above). In availability in the
U.S. can be a little tricky, especially later in the season or if you fall outside the middle and large size range (small and XL models are offered, but they are difficult to find). These complaints push Atomic below the aforementioned Smith level, but if you can get a good fit, it's a great option for all-mountain riding. Watch
Atomic Revent+ In the middle of the 13th century. Smith Mission MIPS ($130) Construction: Weight in mold: 1 lb. Ventilation: Adjustable (14 openings)What we love: Easy, comfortable and competitive prices. What we do not know: less durable than the above options. Taking a place of the popular aspect in Smith's line-
up is Mission. This helmet packs everything we're looking for in a mid-range lid: an adjustable adjustable pad, integrated eyeglasses piston and interchangeable ear pads for audio systems. The inside of the foam is not as plush as Vantage or Level above, but it is still nicely cushioned and reasonably warm for frigid days.
And at 16 ounces for the MIPS model, Mission is among the easiest fully highlighted resort helmets available. Keep in mind that the light build of the Smith Mission comes at the sacrifice of durability. Its complete construction in the mould means that the helmet lacks the pieces of burly ABS material you get with a
superior hybrid design in a mold such as Level. As a result, ours have begun to show signs of wear faster than more expensive alternatives (it's even a good idea to be careful when throwing in the back of a car or a boot bag). This limits the mission's appeal among serious drivers, but we still like its combination of
weight, price and comfort. Watch Smith Mission MIPS See Women's Smith Mirage MIPS 14. Giro Range MIPS ($260) Construction: Hybrid weight in mold: 1 lb. 3 oz. Ventilation: Adjustable (13 openings)What we like: Fantastic fit system, premium build. What we don't do: Thin ear pads don't work well with audio
systems. Giro is one of the few brands that truly innate their fit systems, and their Range MIPS offers the best low profile design in class thanks to its adjustable two-piece shell. By turning a gloved dial with your thumb, the semi-flexible shell either expands or closes around your head. For most head shapes it gives an
absolutely fantastic fit (the only exception is round heads that can fit Vantage better). And we found that the minimalist brim fits most glasses very well - even hard-to-fit large frames like the Dragon X2. For a price, we'd prefer a more meaningful and supportive ear lining (although as long as you don't want to use audio
drop-ins, they've provided us with pretty good daily warmth and comfort). The rest of the design is excellent: the strap under your chin is magnetic and easy to open and close with gloves - a nice step up from the standard buckle from Smith - and Range gets you top features such as soft-touch interior and MIPS line. it
doesn't work in Vantage, but 13 large openings are easy to adjust and have worked well on our research. Watch Giro Range MIPS See Women's Giro Stellar MIPS 15. Bern Watts EPS Thin Shell ($100) Construction: ABSWeight: 1 lb. 4 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (11 openings)What we like: Very comfortable, good look. What
we don't do: Non-adjustable openings, angular account put in the way of big glasses. Ski helmets are a category where we are often willing to spend a little more. A nice lid just works and you don't think about it, whereas a bad one can ruin a ski day. But $100 Bern Watts earns a spot on our list because it's comfortable.
Push it on your head and turn the Boa adjuster, and you're in for a whole day of fun. Another great advantage is its compatibility 2 in 1: in the offseason you can pick up a summer bike boat and use it for this activity (it is certified for both). We often see this helmet around Seattle and the dual-use aspect is certainly why.



At this price there will be compromises, and big for Watts EPS are ventilation and eyeglasses adjustment. For starters, the ABS construction means that there aren't as many openings as most of the other options on this list, and which openings it has aren't adjustable. It's also a little awkward to find a pair of glasses that
can squeeze under the visor and avoid exposed skin. Medium fit glasses like Smith I/O can work, but if you go too small or too big, it can result in discomfort or brain freezing on icy days. However, if you can find the right pairing of glasses, Bern Watts is solid value. Watch EPS Bern Watts See EPS 16 for Women's Bern
Lenox. Oakley MOD 1 ($120) Construction: In-moldVentilation: Fixed (6 openings)What we like: Good value and a set of features. What we don't know: generic appearance and minimal ventilation. On the heels of MOD 5 and MOD 3 is Oakley's latest material: MOD 1. As the name suggests, this is their entry-level
model with a simplified look, a trimmed set of features and a price of $120. But Oakley was able to pack a number of nice touches, including a magnetic buckle (something rarely found on the lid below $200) and Bo's proven 360-degree fit system. Comfort is also good for the mid-range category thanks to a beanie-like
lining that has a soft feel and moulds beautifully on the head. We're happy oakley's expanding his helmet lineup, but we think they missed the mod 1 ship a little bit. For starters, its construction in the mold helps reduce weight, but compromises in durability compared to ABS-built competitors such as Giro Ledge above.
Those who spend time in the park or explore the outer reaches of the resort are likely to want a heavier design. Furthermore, MOD 3 and MOD 5 stand out on the market with their unique, futuristic appearance, but MOD 1 blends in with generic, skate-inspired Despite our nitpicks, we can't bring down the value of MOD
1, which earns it a place on our list for this winter. Watch oakley mod 1 helmet 17. Sweet Protection Grimnir II TE ($350) Construction: Carbon fiber hybrid shell Weight: 1 lb. 5.2 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (26 openings)What we like: Carbon fiber helmet! What we don't know: Super expensive and impractical. Right at bat, it's
easily obvious the Sweet Protection Grimnir II TE is not your average ski helmet. The shell is made of shimmering carbon fiber – it's particularly impressive to look natural carbon coloured – and is priced at a whopping $350. That's $50 more than the next most expensive helmet on this list and puts it in rarified air for all-
mountain/freeride design. However, what building carbon fiber gets you is incredible power and pro-level performance. For those who have hit large mountain ranges with a lot of exposure, the Grimnir TE may be worth a look. It is unlikely to come as a shock that the Grimnir TE appeal is very limited. For one thing, people
interested in this helmet are likely to often find themselves in hairy situations and may have to replace it after a collision long before the EPS liner wears out (that's another $350). Moreover, there is no standardized test to prove that this carbon construction is actually safer, although the material is known to be very strong.
Ultimately, grimnir TE remains a nich product, but Sweet Protection makes $200 Igniter II MIPS, which shares a similar shape and fit but trades carbon fiber for more practical ABS plastic. See Sweet Protection Grimnir II TE Helmet 18th POC Auric Cut Backcountry SPIN ($220) Construction: ABSWeight: 1 lb. 6 oz.
Ventilation: AdjustableSome we like: Very hard build with ABS shell and multifunctional foam foil. What we don't know: a pretty significant punishment for weight. For drivers who spend a lot of time in the park or struggle with aggressive off-piste lines, upgrading to a seriously tough cover is a smart idea. POC's Auric Cut
is just that, with multi-impact EPP foam (standard EPS can crack from one hit) and a lively ABS plastic shell covering the entire exterior. The helmet is also surprisingly versatile: you can remove ear pads and open openings on warm days, the built-in RECCO reflector is useful for emergency scenarios, and it shares SPIN
slip-plane technology with the mountain Obex above.  The compromise with heavy construction is weight, and at 1 pound 6 ounces, it is one of the most difficult to make our list (only Smith Quantum above has a higher weight). Plus, the interior isn't as well padded or plush as Quantum, which means you notice it more
during the day than the cozy Smith design. That said, POC gets an advantage in ABS protection (Quantum has some exposed in-mold plates along the side the back of the helmet). Both are suitable for aggressive drivers looking for a top cover, but in the end we prioritize the well-rounded Smith.See POC Auric Cut
Backcountry 19. Anon Raider 3 ($80) Construction: ABSWeight: 1 lb. 5 oz. Ventilation: Fixed (6 openings)What we like: Good price, durable construction. What we don't know: It looks and feels bulky; does not match the adjuster. Anon Raider is a longtime budget favorite with its durable construction and skate park-
ready look. From a feature point of view, it's as basic as it can be. There is no adjustable fit system, its ventilation system does not do a good job with temperature regulation or fog prevention, and is among the most difficult models on our list at 1 pound 5 ounces. On the plus side, the inner lining has a fleece base, which
is much softer than we expected for the price, and the helmet has a nice, firm feel. His $80 price price puts him in direct competition with Smith Holt above, and between the two we give a clear advantage to Holt. Smith did a better job of making a more tolerable helmet for the same price: the simple fit system works well
and despite weighing about the same, it feels much lighter on the head and looks far less bulky. Anon, however, is multi-season certified, making it beautiful for snow and a skate helmet. See Anon Raider 3 See women's Anon Greta 3 Ski Ski Helmet Comparison Helmet To buy tips Construction styles ski helmets can
break into three general categories: ABS for best durability, in the mold for lightest weight and hybrid in-mold for a big compromise between the two. The helmet market includes a mix of ABS, in-mold and hybrid construction typesABS Diving a little deeper, ABS helmets like Smith Holt are made in traditional style with a
hard plastic shell and foam foil glued to the inside. The combination means it is difficult, but at the expense of weight and bulk. Put the ABS helmet in the back with an in-mold or hybrid design and the ABS model will look and feel bulkier. Its redeeming quality is the price, which can lead to considerable savings in other
types of construction. For skiers or snowboarders looking for the first helmet, trying to save some money or wanting the hardest option for heavy impacts, an ABS-style helmet should be just fine. In-Mold and Hybrid In-mold and hybrid mold technology are found on many high-end and mid-range helmets. The construction
in the mold combines a thin shell (often polycarbonate) with EPS foam foil from the start and are formed together. What you get is an integrated piece, which reduces weight and allows the helmet to work as a single shock absorption unit. Ventilation is also improving with these models; how much it improves will vary
depending on the model and price. Durability is the primary especially protection against cosmetic damage such as dingoes and dents, which is why the popularity has grown hybrid helmet. Hybrid designs in the mold add a hard layer (often along the top) for improved aesthetic durability. We consider hybrid designs to be
the best of both worlds, but their price, which often stands at $175 or more, puts them out of reach for many casual skiers. A number of our top picks use this type of construction, including Smith Vantage, Giro Range and Oakley MOD 5. Hybrid design in the mold is great for using resortVentilation: Adjustable or fixed we
put a high priority on ventilation. During an average ski day, we open and close our hatches on a number of occasions as we descend on a windy lift ride or warm up on a hike in a side country. The technology behind keeping you at a comfortable temperature is not as simple as putting a bunch of holes in your helmet -
that winter air is quite cold and can lead to a terrible brain freeze when trying to let in a little steam. Smith's Vantage (left) has far better ventilation than a budget option such as Anon Raider (right)First, look at the number of total helmet openings (we provided this information in the specifications for each helmet and in the
comparison table above). Not all openings are created equal, but this number gives you a good starting point as much as the ventilation helmet offers. To be sure, there is a correlation between the number of openings and the price of the helmet. One of the best respirators, high-end Smith Vantage, has an impressive 21
openings, while a budget model like the Anon Raider 3 has only six small fixed hatches. $210 Smith Level MIPS sport 20 adjustable ventsShoo you have both adaptability and design considerations. Many premium mid-range helmets and helmets have adjustable openings that can be opened and closed depending on
the amount of air you want to let go. Adaptability is highly desirable in more than static openings. And efficient designs direct the air through the intakes in the front and deplete the heat at the top and back. Budget helmets often have fixed openings that can't be closed, although a well-designed passive system like the
one at BERN Watts EPS can still do a decent job regulating your body heat. For long ascension, you may need to ditch your helmet altogether, although we always recommend dealing with heat if there is a chance of falling rock. The front ventilation on Smith's Quantum helps reduce blurringLiners: Comfort and warmth
Liner comfort is one of the most noticeable differences when comparing budget models (usually under $100) with medium and high-end ski helmets. Expensive options such as Smith Vantage, Oakley MOD and POC Obex have lining along the interior that balances softness with support, and if you nail a fit, you'll hardly
notice the helmet during the day. Cheaper often have a squishy foam that packs over time, feels uncomfortable if you wear it all day and sounds damble (for foam in ear pads). For these reasons (and more), we recommend spending if you plan to go out a lot in winter. Like an unpleasant pair of ski boots, you'll notice it if
you don't. Comfortable interior design oriented to the resortUse besides comfort, your boat can be an excellent source of insulation. In our experience, a quality design like what's included in Smith's Level offers about as much warmth as a mid-category winter hat (we were comfortable carrying the level down into the
single digits). Wear often gets better insulation, while gluing with a cheap lid can lead to heat problems (especially around the ears). Finally, keep in mind especially frigid days or if you are prone to cold running, you can slip on the beanie below (just make sure you choose a helmet size that can accommodate extra
thickness).   Helmet safety: MIPS and multiple tasks that keep you safe from hard hits on the hill, all helmets on our list have an unmotored snowsports safety certificate from AMERICAN ASTM International. Despite the above construction differences, all follow the basic design with a hard exterior and the interior of the
foam to absorb some of the impact. There are helmets with additional certificates, such as the Salomon MTN Lab (hiking) and Bern Watts EPS (cycling), but all are considered a safe choice for skiing and snowboarding, although carefully reading the certificate only establishes their intention to keep you safe at low
speeds. The onus is still, as it should be, on users to ski or snowboard within limits. Fortunately, helmet safety is a hot topic nowadaysIn an effort to increase safety, additional technologies have hit the market, including POC's SPIN system, but none as universally adopted as mips liner. In short, the technology is
designed to reduce potential brain damage in the corners (Giro describes it as certain influences) through a liner that moves independently from the outer shell. We took the time to remove our MIPS lines and this is impressively simple: there is one thin plastic layer that connects to the helmet with several small tabs. In
addition to the impressive research that has entered MIPS and comparable technology, the beauty of design is that they essentially have no effect on the comfort or profile of the helmet. As such, you see MIPS being adopted on anything from a premium $260 Smith Vantage all the way up to a $90 Giro Ledge. Some of
the helmets we tested seem to fit a little less, but otherwise the impact is negligible. How often MIPS technology is a security benefit is difficult to quantify and we have not found any solid evidence-based research, but all indications point to be a nice extra security measure to protect your head (how much it's worth is up
to you). For more information about MIPS, we found the technology page of the MIPS website as a useful resource. MIPS technology expands to multiple models each year Weight and bulk within their specific type of construction - ABS, in-mold or hybrid in-mold - most ski helmets weigh about the same. For our midsize
helmets we tested, it's 14 to 16 ounces for in mold, 17 to 19 ounces for hybrid and 20+ for ABS. And there are noticeable differences between categories in how they feel – in the mold and hybrid helmets they are less prone to feeling difficult during a long day on the hill. However, simply putting your helmet on the scales
won't tell you the whole story of what it feels like on your head. Good lining and muted but comfortable fit can easily make a difference from a few ounces. That's one of the many reasons we love Smith Vantage. It's not the easiest, but you'll soon forget it there. Weight is an important factor for backcountry useDnemania
helmet game in this perception of weight. Cheap helmets made with a basic ABS construction are thick and feel bulky. Anon Raider was the worst offender on our list, but he's still much better than even cheaper helmet options (and it's no accident that no helmet under $75 made the cut). In contrast, all our top picks
have low profile grip and don't feel like you're dragging around a heavy accessory. ABS helmets are usually heavier, but the very tough helmet features glasses for retainer glasses are a simple but prized feature. The built-in clip keeps the goggle straps in place and helps reduce the risk of losing ski goggles in a crash or
otherwise. Designs distinguish some – many budget helmets use a simple plastic piece that opens, while higher-end helmets will have a safer belt or cable design. Giro eyewear retention systems are easy and easy to useAudio Compatibility Most helmets are compatible with some kind of audio system. For example:
Smith and Giro work well with Outdoor Tech's Chip systems. In both cases, the aushes have a built-in pocket that can accommodate speakers. Audio helmets like the POC communication line will have integrated speakers and a cable to attach to your phone or music player. If you take this route, plan to spend a little
more to get quality speakers and reliable electronic hardware. Simply put, cheaper options do not sound so good and are prone to failure. While skiing, it's always a good idea to keep the volume down or have speakers that don't noise cancel for safety. While this can affect sound quality, the safety compromise that you
can hear other skiers or someone yelling at you is a net win. Mounts Ski and Snowboarding action cameras are two sports directly linked to growth in popularity. Skiers quickly jumped at the chance to film the ski slopes, tricks and just general fun on the mountain. The nice thing is that most action cameras come with
jokey helmet racks that can be attached directly to almost every helmet on the market. Some models, such as the Giro's Range and Zone, go a step further and come with a GoPro-compatible mount to make the camera easier to pick and launch.   Size size and fit size for safety equipment is not a good time to guess, so
if you don't already know this, measure the circumference of the head before buying online. All you will need is a soft measuring tape or string: wrap it around your head about an inch above your ears and eyebrows to get your number (in centimeters). As long as the manufacturer is close in its listings – the only
deviations we have seen recently are the MIPS helmets listed above with minor fittings – this should give you decent equipment. Boa systems are reliable and offer simple customizationsBeing that can try out a variety of helmets can take you from decent to perfect fit, because, just like the heads we put them in, helmets
come in different shapes. For example, Smith Vantage is quite famous for fitting people with a round head shape best (although it is quite close to universally compatible). On the other hand, the Giro Range is more accommodative of the narrower profile. Unfortunately, we haven't found entire helmet brands that fit a
particular way, so we can't make too many generalizations, but we've called out all the problems we've had with fitting into our above choices. It's best to try it before buying, but you can also make sure the online retailer accepts returns (all of them we recommend). Last note in shape: if you see a single-size helmet that
claims to best fit one size, we advise you to clearly manage even if the circumference of the head falls within the specified parameters. Something that can be adjusted just won't fit so well in the end.   Compatibility with glasses As with getting the perfect helmet, compatibility with glasses is something that is easiest if you
can try them out. The inadequate system of helmets and glasses can be too narrow, which pushes the helmet upwards and glasses down the nose, or too openly, leaving part of the forehead vulnerable to cold air. The easiest way to guarantee good fit is to stick to the same brand - Smith helmets work great with Smith
glasses, and the same goes for Giro and POC - but we encourage you not to limit yourself if there's a goggle or helmet that caught your eye. The curved bill on Bern Watts makes it difficult to respond flawlesslyIn testing, we found that some helmets are extremely accommodating with different types of glasses. Oakley
MOD 5's interchangeable brim makes it the most compatible with a range of brands and sizes. And the Giro is not only do they work well with all Giro glasses, but we also found a helmet like the Range MIPS to provide an excellent fit for anything from the great Anon M3 or Dragon X2 to the classic Smith I/O. On the
other hand, Bern's Watts EPS helmet is one of the more difficult to fit. His large angled visor worked well only with a mid-framed or smaller eyeglasses, like the Smith I/O; Most of the large Oakley glasses, and Anon and Dragon listed above, did not work. Smith's popular Vantage and Level helmets are reasonably
accommodative, suiting big sellers like Oakley Airbrake and Flight Deck, but we've had high-frame issues like the Dragon X2. Oakley's Mod 5 helmets and Airbrake XL glasses pair well With helmet-specific women While numerous ski helmets are unisex and are perfectly good for men or women, there is a wide variety of
women's snow helmets. These models are very similar to male versions, but with different colors for shell and liner, as well as a smaller fit. There will often be a name change, but the technology is the same – as well as prices. When applicable, we included a link to both the male and female versions of the helmet. Back
to our best ski helmet returns to our ski helmet comparison table
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